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INTRODUCTION   
   
About your Personal Reading  
  
    This reading was composed for you personally, Jane, and is based on your full name  
at birth, your date of birth, and the name you now use to introduce yourself.  Please  
check your birth data on the title page to make sure the names and date of birth used are  
correct.  
    If you have two or more middle names or last names, you may find the names strung  
together.  This is necessary to make Transit and Essence cycles function correctly.  For  
example, the name John Patrick Henry Hancock would appear on the title page as John  
PatrickHenry Hancock.  
  
    Jane, your Personal Numerology Reading describes all aspects of your chart as they  
are understood in numerology, accurately and in-depth.  
    Each chapter starts with a short introduction telling you where this particular number is  
found and how it affects you.  This is followed by the number itself.  Often, you will find a  
double digit number followed by a single digit.  
    The meaning of your number is then explained in easy to read language.  Jane, you  
don't need to know anything about numerology to be able to enjoy and benefit from this  
reading.  
  
    I hope you will enjoy your reading.  
  

PINNACLES   
   
    The Pinnacles are four long-term cycles, or periods, on our Life Path.  Each Pinnacle  
represents a particular lesson we are working on.  The first Pinnacle usually lasts from  
birth to between the ages of 30 and 35 (your specific Pinnacle periods are provided  
below).  The middle two Pinnacles each last nine years.  The last Pinnacle will stay with  
you for the remainder of your life.  
    The Pinnacles are very important.  The transition from one Pinnacle to the next is  
always strongly felt.  Your Pinnacles reveal the general conditions and events you will  
experience during the period.  The Pinnacle describes the atmosphere, or the essential  
challenge you will be faced with.  
    You can prepare yourself for the times ahead by knowing your approaching Pinnacle  
number.  
    The transition from one Pinnacle to the next is usually prepared for approximately 2  
years in advance.  The latter part of that two year period is particularly strong.  Jane, you  
will likely make some life-altering decisions -- marriage, job or career change, or any  
number of major changes in your character.  
    Perhaps the most strongly felt change -- internally as well as externally -- is the  
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transition from the first to the second Pinnacle.  This change usually takes place in your  
late 20s or early 30s -- the exact date depends on your Life Path number and is provided  
below.  You begin to feel the impact of this coming change approximately two years prior.   
This is usually a difficult transition, but once crossed usually provides a clear sense of  
direction in one's life.  It also gives you a much firmer sense of your identity.  It is a  
gateway to maturity.  
  
Your First Pinnacle (from birth until age 27) is 7   
   
    This is a period of inner development and soul searching.  Jane, you will deal with the  
deeply important questions of personal existence and the meaning of life.  You will need  
time to be alone to contemplate your inner world.  This is a time of spiritual growth.  You  
will experience a heightened sense of faith.  The power of the universe will be the force  
that carries you along.  
    You have an enhanced appreciation of poetry and nature.  Walks in nature provide  
great therapeutic value and spiritual nourishment.  
    This is a time of specialization.  You will pursue some course of development with  
fervor and focus.  Your ability to concentrate will be greatly increased.  Jane, your desire  
to study in all forms -- reading, self reflection, and contemplation -- will reach an all-time  
high.  Your intuition is much more sensitive, making your path a little easier and more  
direct, since you know intuitively the appropriate next step.  
    Under this Pinnacle, you will become an expert in one particular field.  Your capacity to  
penetrate the depths of a subject area is enormous.  You will look below the surface in  
virtually everything you encounter.  It is very possible that you will find yourself in a  
teaching role.  
    You must consciously work on your closer relationships, especially with your spouse  
and children.  You must explain that your desire to turn inward is not an escape or an  
avoidance of those you love, but a deep need for knowledge.  
    During this 7 Pinnacle, spiritual growth, increased knowledge, and wisdom are the big  
rewards.  The 7 Pinnacle provides the basis for contentment in older age, because you  
now begin to understand life more deeply.  
    Jane, your challenge is to avoid becoming critical or cynical of others.  You can  
become so withdrawn from society that you look down on others.  You may forget that  
you, too, are part of the imperfect human race.  Sarcasm is the lowest form of  
communication, and a trap you could fall victim to.  
    Your desire to attain some high degree of perfection is sincere.  But that pursuit can  
make you miserable if you lose perspective and fail to realize the relativity of human  
existence.  Perfection is a Utopian goal, but an unrealistic ambition.  It can cause you to  
be dissatisfied with yourself and others.  
    The 7 provides the possibility of true refinement, insight, and a high degree of wisdom.   
This deep understanding is the basis for self-love and true happiness.  
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Your Second Pinnacle (from age 28 until age 36) is 7   
   
(This Pinnacle is the same as the First, as described above.)   
   
Your Third Pinnacle (from age 37 until age 45) is 5   
   
    This is a period that will teach the realities of freedom and expansion.  Jane, you will  
travel great distances, meet many new and interesting people, experience many  
adventures, and essentially come to know the world.  You are in a period of accelerated  
experimentation and learning.  Experience is your teacher.  
    Your ability with words is greatly increased.  You can write and speak with ease.  You  
are also able to successfully promote yourself.  In fact, this is the source of much  
adventure; new opportunities for work, travel, and exotic experiences present themselves  
with regularity.  
    Your challenge is to prevent yourself from becoming a rolling stone.  You need to  
ground yourself in a particular discipline, career, or relationship.  This will not limit your  
freedoms so much as give you a base for operation.  Otherwise, you may find yourself  
skipping from one meaningless job to the next, one superficial relationship after another.   
You can also fall victim to the abuse of food, alcohol, sex, or drugs.  
    Jane, you may fear being anchored or tied down, which can cause you to skim the  
surface of a pursuit you enjoy, or important relationships.  
    You must come to know the true meaning of freedom, which is unconditional love.   
You give your love and energy without the condition of holding on to a place, a person, or  
an occupation; and you expect the same in return -- to be loved for what you are, rather  
than someone who belongs to another.  There is a highly spiritual path offering itself that  
requires detachment without loss of love.  
    Many turn away from this and instead choose to maintain a superficial relationship with  
the world, or with other people.  
    You must cultivate your talents, especially your verbal and writing abilities.  You are  
likely a gifted salesperson, or promoter.  
    You must accept limitations as a necessary base for your freedom.  Freedom cannot  
exist without limitations, otherwise you would be without identity, and without existence.  
  
Your Fourth Pinnacle (from age 46) is 4   
   
    This is a Pinnacle of hard work and many rewards.  Jane, you have the opportunity to  
build a foundation that will last.  Your abilities as an organizer, manager, or simply the  
rock of any institution are greatly increased.  You are dependable and reliable.  Your  
ability to fulfill responsibilities is likewise enhanced.  
    As a result of your industry and perseverance, success is well within your reach.  It is  
a step-by-step process in which you build something by small bricks laid one after  
another.  
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    You will find yourself caring for others in a very material way.  Family and in-laws can  
be burdensome, since you are seen as the cornerstone of the foundation.  
    Your life is preoccupied with details and responsibilities that must be taken care of.   
You have set in motion projects that are your children, demanding your constant  
attention.  While there are many rewards, there are also many frustrations.  Jane, your  
sense of your own limits and the consuming nature of details may at times seem  
overwhelming.  
    You must remember that things that last require slow growth.  You may mistakenly  
believe that your progress should be faster, or happen with greater ease.  
    The need for efficiency, orderliness, and methodical systems limit your creativity.  
    Your challenge is to be flexible and adaptable.  Learn to play more and allow yourself to  
be more spontaneous.  
    Children born under this Pinnacle will tend to be serious and affected by the financial  
limitations of their parents.  The child may feel the need to leave home early and start a  
family of his own.  He or she must be encouraged to be more farsighted and flexible.   
The child should avoid jumping into the harsh realities of life too soon.  
  

CYCLES   
   
    Like most stories, there are three great divisions of our lives: the First, or opening  
period, finds us groping to find our true nature; at the same time, we are trying to cope  
with the powerful forces that are present in our environment, our parents and the  
socio-economic conditions of our family, for example.  The Second Cycle, or middle  
period of our lives, brings about the slow emergence of our individual and creative  
talents.  The initial part of this cycle -- the early and mid 30s -- represents a struggle to  
find our place in the world, while the late 30s, 40s, and early 50s, sees us with a greater  
degree of self-mastery and influence over the environment.  The Third, or final Cycle, can  
represent a flowering of our inner being, such that our true nature has finally come to  
fruition.  It is during this period that one has the greatest degree of self-expression and  
power.  
  
Your First Cycle (from birth until age 27) is 11   
   
    A time of spiritual expansion, even illumination.  Jane, you will grow in understanding  
and wisdom.  It is not a time to pursue material goals for themselves, but to seek the  
higher human ideals.  There is a temptation, however, to chase after the infinite without  
grounding yourself in the practical.  That must be avoided.  Focus your studies and  
deepen your understanding to the point that your knowledge can be conveyed to others in  
simple and acceptable terms.  You possess a message or an ability that should be  
shared with your community, but only through deep personal transformation and  
improvement of self-expression can this gift be given.  The more willing your are to work  
on yourself, the more good you will do for the world at large.  For those who accept and  
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embrace this path, there is much reward, including ample financial support and even  
fame.  There is also the deeper satisfaction of knowing that one has made a contribution  
to the advancement of others.  
  
Your Second Cycle (from age 28 until age 54) is 5   
   
    A period of rapid progress and much change.  Jane, you are learning the lesson of  
freedom.  You will travel, move your residence many times, and change jobs.  You are  
footloose.  It is a time when you will be free of the burdens of responsibility.  You will have  
a flair for successfully promoting yourself.  Your abilities with words will be greatly  
enhanced.  Jane, you can learn foreign languages, write, and edit.  You will meet many  
exciting people, visit foreign lands, and encounter many new ideas.  Identify yourself with  
all that is progressive and farsighted in your field.  Seek change and take hold of new  
opportunities.  
  
Your Third and last Cycle (from age 55) is 2   
   
    This is a period of slow and patient development.  Jane, you are acutely sensitive to  
your surroundings and highly intuitive.  You possess a gift as a peacemaker and have  
tremendous power through gentle persuasion.  Cultivate the talents of tact and  
diplomacy.  Cooperate with others.  Musical and other artistic talents come to fruition.   
Partnerships are important, requiring understanding and compromise.  You need  
patience and flexibility, but you are under a gentle and benevolent influence in which  
others are happy to support you.  Seek out beauty and harmonious environments, spend  
time in nature, and enjoy the peace of close companionship.  This is a period of slow but  
steady progress.  
  

TRANSITS   
   
    The Transits are the individual letters of your name that combine to form the Essence,  
which is the number that reveals a great deal about your year ahead.  Your name can be  
seen as a piece of music that vibrates in time.  Each note, or letter, has a specific  
duration and influence over the course of your life.  Jane, your life, therefore, can be seen  
as a musical score, with the individual letters making specific contributions at given  
points, just as notes in a musical piece are played at specific points to give a piece of  
music its rhythm, character, and nuance.  
    The Transits appear as part of your Progressive Chart and will tell you much about  
specific influences taking place in your life during given years.  
  

THE PHYSICAL TRANSIT   
   
Your Physical Transit for age 42 is N   
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    Jane, you will have opportunities to expand your horizons.  There will be adventurous  
experiences and travel.  A change of residence is very possible.  This is a dynamic time  
with many new activities.  You will make some important social contacts.  You search for  
love and fulfillment.  Sacrifice, adaptability and flexibility are called for.  You will also be  
concerned with finances and may worry too much about these matters.  You tend to be  
forgetful during this time.  You will also feel more sensual than usual.  Physical exercise  
is important during this period.  
  
Your Physical Transit for age 43 is E   
   
    Jane, you will feel inspired and helpful.  There can be change in career, travel, and  
possibly another residence.  You are attracted to new and adventurous experiences,  
including love affairs.  There can also be marriage.  Although this is a good letter for  
finances there may be a lack of focus and a more frivolous attitude, which will adversely  
affect your chances of real material progress.  You feel attracted to new religions and  
philosophical ideas.  
  
Your Physical Transit for age 44 is E   
   
(The Physical Transit for age 44 is the same as that for age 43, as described above.)   
   

THE MENTAL TRANSIT   
   
Your Mental Transit for age 42 is N   
   
    Jane, you will have opportunities to expand your horizons.  There will be adventurous  
experiences and travel.  A change of residence is very possible.  This is a dynamic time  
with many new activities.  You will make some important social contacts.  You search for  
love and fulfillment.  Sacrifice, adaptability and flexibility are called for.  You will also be  
concerned with finances and may worry too much about these matters.  You tend to be  
forgetful during this time.  You will also feel more sensual than usual.  Physical exercise  
is important during this period.  
  
Your Mental Transit for age 43 is I   
   
    This is a very emotional time with many ups and down's.  Jane, you are high-strung  
and vulnerable to stress.  You are somewhat accident prone.  You need to develop  
calmness, centeredness, and an acceptance of life.  You must control your moods and  
not slip into feelings of self-pity and insecurity.  At the same time you are very competitive  
and have the opportunity to achieve success and financial reward.  
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Your Mental Transit for age 44 is I   
   
(The Mental Transit for age 44 is the same as that for age 43, as described above.)   
   

THE SPIRITUAL TRANSIT   
   
Your Spiritual Transit for age 42 is R   
   
    Jane, you have much understanding and insight during this time.  It is a time in which  
you have to deal with money, power, and authority.  You have an opportunity to elevate  
your financial status and personal growth.  This is a time in which you will meet the best  
and the worst.  You have to exercise caution in everything you do and every decision you  
make.  Be aware of your surroundings.  
  
Your Spiritual Transit for age 43 is R   
   
(The Spritual Transit for age 43 is the same as that for age 42, as described above.)   
   
Your Spiritual Transit for age 44 is R   
   
(The Spritual Transit for age 44 is the same as that for age 42, as described above.)   
   

ESSENCE   
   
    The Essence Number and the Personal Year Number are the two essential indicators  
of the forces that will influence your life during the course of any year.  While the  
Personal Year runs from January to January, the Essence is most strongly felt from  
birthday to birthday.  For example, if your essence number is 8 for the year 1988, you  
would begin to feel the influence of that 8 most powerfully after your 1988 birthday.  The  
influence would begin to wane during 1989 and would finally end at your birthday of 1989.  
    The Essence number indicates the lessons you will be dealing with during that year.  It  
says a great deal about how you will perceive your environment.  It also gives clear  
advice on how you can be most successful during the year, that is, which types of  
behavior will be supported by your milieu, and which ones will be less effective.  
  
Your Essence at the age of 42 is 19/1   
   
    Jane, you are in a struggle for independence and possessed by personal ambition.   
You will feel the need to work hard to establish yourself and your foundation.  You are  
forward looking and even visionary, but for personal gain.  
    This is a period of struggle.  It is a time when you may feel torn between your personal  
desires and your concerns for others.  It can be a time marked by stubbornness and  
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rigidity, characteristics you will have to keep in check.  
    This duality between the lower desires and the higher realms of love can cause you  
much internal conflict.  Secretly, you may feel torn between a desire to serve some  
greater good, and your ambition for personal accomplishment.  You are aware of the  
needs of others.  At the same time you are skeptical of ideals and idealists.  You may tell  
yourself now that you must be realistic in your dealings with the world.  But you must  
avoid shutting out the voice of your higher nature.  Do not let your higher ideals go, lest  
you be guided exclusively by materialism and greed.  
    All too often, those in the 19 Essence finally resolve this conflict by conceding to  
personal ambition and selfishness.  This can lead you to much trouble.  People may  
perceive you as greedy and self-centered.  Because you are driven by ambition, you may  
be attracted to people who have no other priority but personal gain.  For some, this will  
lead to shady business practices and even brushes with the law.  
    This can be a time when you feel a need to pull back from others and become less  
social than during previous years.  But this can lead to isolation.  You may also feel  
frustrated because your ambitions want instant gratification, which the time does not  
allow.  
    The challenge during this time is to strike a balance between your worldly needs and  
your inner spiritual nature.  The time requires much soul searching and a willingness to  
accept the perspective of others.  Don't shut yourself off, or become jaundiced to your  
more idealistic brethren.  
    At the conclusion of the 19 Essence, the person is often better off materially, and far  
more independent, but there may also be a sense of disconnectedness from friends and  
loved ones.  Therefore, it is important to work at maintaining close ties.  Be open to  
others, and recognize that "man does not live by bread alone."  
  
Your Essence at the age of 43 is 23/5   
   
    This is an important time of progress and advancement along the lines of your talents.   
Jane, you will experience a relief from burden and increased personal freedom.  Any  
talent you possess in writing, public relations, and the arts will be greatly enhanced.  At  
the same time, business matters flow quickly and new opportunities for expansion seem  
to arise out of nowhere.  
    People are attracted to you and seek to help you achieve your goals.  You possess an  
almost magical ability to promote yourself.  Your fluency with words is greatly increased.   
You are more charming and attractive, which opens many new doors.  
    This is a period of travel and much learning.  Opportunities to visit distant lands,  
encounter foreign cultures and peoples, and learn about life will come to you.  Your  
personal growth will speed up considerably.  
    As such, many old habits and outdated methods will fade from your life.  It is as if you  
are being catapulted from the old and outworn, into a new and fast-paced period of  
personal growth and development.  
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    Jane, your desire to satisfy your senses will also increase dramatically.  You must be  
careful not to overindulge in food, alcohol, sex, and even drugs.  
    Sudden events and chance occurrences will come your way.  You must be alert to  
your opportunities.  This is not a period of sitting back and waiting, but a time to move  
ahead rapidly.  
    Your challenge is to remain focused on your more long term goals.  Be disciplined in  
your work.  Don't have too many irons in the fire.  Sort out the important projects and  
endeavors and see them through from start to finish.  Focus, discipline, and completion  
are the keys to your success.  
  
Your Essence at the age of 44 is 23/5   
   
(The Essence for age 44 is the same as that for age 43, as described above.)   
   

PERSONAL YEARS   
   
     Your Personal Year number is a strong indication of the trends and circumstances  
you will experience during the year ahead.  Your Personal Year cycles are based on the  
Universal Year cycles and therefore run concurrent with the calendar year.  Transit and  
Essence cycles are based on the letters of your name and run from birth date to birth  
date.       
     There are nine personal year numbers, which makes up a complete Epicycle.  Each  
Epicycle reveals the progression or evolution of a specific part of your growth.  Jane, your  
progress along this Epicycle can be seen very logically, from the infancy or beginning of  
a growth period in your life, to the conclusion or culmination of that process.  The 1  
personal year indicates your first steps in a new direction.  The years that follow indicate  
your progress along this path, concluding with your 9 Personal Year, which completes  
the cycle.  Below is a description of your current Personal Year.  It indicates where you  
are on the 9 year Epicycle.  
     The Personal Years form the building steps that mark your progress through life.  
  
Your Personal Year for 2006 is 6   
   
    This is a year of progress and financial advancement, Jane.  Major career  
opportunities present themselves.  It is a challenging year in which personal growth is  
joined with new responsibilities and challenges.  
    This is a year of domestic responsibility and attention to the needs of family and  
friends.  It is a time of heart felt emotions and some sacrifice.  It is a time for comforting  
and caring.  
    You realize the importance of your place within your community.  You will be called  
upon to help others bear their burdens.  You are the proverbial friend in need.  
    Jane, you must work to create an atmosphere of harmony and balance.  It is often a  
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time when marital issues surface and need attention.  However, you possess the  
understanding to deal with such issues effectively if you apply yourself with love and  
flexibility.  
    These deep feelings bring renewal to relationships and often a birth in the family.  
    May is an emotional month filled with the promise and the stress of imminent changes.   
June is a breakthrough and a relief.  September brings advancement, October self-  
reflection and readjustments, and December brings a sense of completion and  
fulfillment.  
  
Your Personal Year for 2007 is 7   
   
    Jane, you will experience a strong tendency to spend more time alone, to delve inside  
and find some answers and to reach a better understanding of yourself.  This is not a  
year for social activities nor is it a year to try and reach goals on a material level.  You will  
find that the necessities of daily life seem to be taken care of by themselves.  There is no  
need to be overly concerned regarding your material needs.  Without slacking on your  
daily duties and responsibilities, you can afford to give more attention to yourself.  This is  
a year for inner growth.  It is your spiritual and mental presence that requires attention.   
Improve the quality of your life, read, contemplate and gain insight in yourself.  You are  
important now.  Rest and attend to your health.  It is during this year that you strengthen  
the foundation of your life, after all your success in all matters rests upon the strength of  
your inner self.  There will be many strange and unusual events inspiring you to take a  
closer look at life and an opportunity is there to experience the joy and beauty of life  
without any artificial or exterior involvement but purely the growing awareness of yourself.   
To much concern and desire for material rewards, Jane, will turn this period of your life  
into a very bad experience indeed, while a "let go and let god " attitude will make this such  
a fruitful and pleasant year that you may find yourself wondering what you did to deserve  
this.  
  
Your Personal Year for 2008 is 8   
   
    After last year's constant involvement with yourself and very possible occasional  
doubts about the state of your business or career you will find this year to be a relief,  
Jane.  Things finally work out.  Long postponed checks and promotions come through.   
You see the light at the end of your financial tunnel and an inner strength and confidence  
is breaking through.  This is your year of harvest and, depending on the effort you put out  
in the past seven years, your reward will be equally large.  There is a beauty in these  
cycles we can recognize and understand and in doing so we find ourselves "in the flow"  
and there is no more need to try and struggle upstream.  So this year you will have an  
opportunity to involve yourself fully in work and material growth and bring home the  
rewards, at the same time a certain detachment is also necessary, for you and for the  
experience you have because it is not the reward that brings you happiness but your  
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experience of life, which is why before the rewarding eight year you have had such  
opportunity for growth during the soul-searching of a seven year.  Give in to your  
ambitions, you will find yourself more clear and focused and able to pursue and reach  
your goals.  Jane, your power is visible and strong, mental creativity is high, vision and  
intuition will guide you, and at the same time you are more efficient and focused.  There  
can be loss, serious loss, bankruptcy and failure, because always the rewards are  
directly proportionate to your effort and motivation, however you know the effort you put  
out and you know your motivations, so there must be no room for fear and doubt, only for  
success and winning and this year will undoubtedly turn out to be a very satisfying year.  
  

PERSONAL MONTHS   
   
Your Personal Month for January 2006 is 7   
   
    Jane, January is a 7 Personal Month in a 6 Personal Year and brings stability and  
clarity.  Your career shows promise, but there is not any promotion or practical gain just  
yet.  
    If you are involved in legal affairs or have wanted to take care of something that  
involves the law, this month is a good time to start the necessary procedures.  You may  
be notified of an impending legal procedure that affects you or a loved one.  
    Study or read and enjoy the much needed quiet after last year's hectic pace.   
Domestic affairs play a major role during this year and begin now.  However, you will be  
feeling more intellectual than emotional during this month.  Tolerance and forgiveness will  
not come naturally and you could be a little self-righteous.  Try to be more flexible.  
  
Your Personal Month for February 2006 is 8   
   
    Jane, February is an 8 Personal Month in a 6 Personal Year and may bring upheaval in  
family affairs or with friends.  The 8 carries a powerful balancing energy and much of that  
will be directed to your relationships.  The truth will come out and you will have the  
opportunity to heal relationships that have been damaged by misconceptions.  Real  
relationships will become stronger but superficial ones will break down.  
    Rewards and recognition in your career will also come to you this month.  Often, the 8  
Personal Month/6 Personal Year brings considerable progress and financial gain.  
    Romance is also strongly represented.  You meet an attractive person, but the  
challenge here is to approach the situation with sensitivity and awareness.  If you come  
on strong, you will blow the opportunity.  Focus on sensitivity and avoid the temptation to  
be rude at all costs.  
  
Your Personal Month for March 2006 is 9   
   
    Jane, March is a 9 Personal Month in a 6 Personal Year and is often emotional  
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because you may have to let go of someone close to you.  
    You experience relationships more deeply and feel greater warmth for others.  You  
reach out for contact and substance.  Other people will also be drawn to open up their  
hearts and minds to you.  This reflects strongly in your relationship with family and  
friends, but also in the work-environment.  People will come to you with their problems,  
seeking an understanding ear and a shoulder to cry on.  You feel closer to your fellow  
man, and because of your attractive disposition you will receive much support from  
others.  
    Good news may come from your work that will boost your self-esteem.  Move slowly  
and carefully where romance is concerned, however, because you are not in a position  
to make long-range plans.  
  
Your Personal Month for April 2006 is 1   
   
    Jane, April is a 1 Personal Month in a 6 Personal Year and brings new beginnings in  
several areas of your life.  You have more energy and are ready to implement some  
changes in your life.  Display aggression in your career and it will progress nicely.  Start  
new projects.  Take a chance.  A 6 Personal Year often brings considerable financial  
gain, particularly in or around the months of April or November.  
    This is also a time in which matters of the heart come to some kind of climax.  Young  
lovers get married, married people re-commit, and troubled relationships either work it  
out or separate.  
    The month of April brings challenges in the area of communication.  Be careful what  
you say and how you say it so you don't stick your foot in your mouth.  Actively pursue  
the things you want in your career, finances, and love-life.  
    Romance is very positive now and more people find their soul-mate during this period  
than at any other time during the 9 year cycle.  
  
Your Personal Month for May 2006 is 2   
   
    Jane, May is a 2 Personal Month in a 6 Personal Year and focuses on harmony and  
diplomacy in all relationships, including the work-environment.  You are more sensitive  
and aware of the feelings of others than you were last month and you will be called upon  
to use those abilities.  You will find yourself in the role of mediator/peacemaker in order to  
maintain harmony in the work place.  Become a hard-nosed yet diplomatic negotiator.   
Find a balance between tact and sensitivity on one hand, and persistence and conviction  
on the other.  
    You will be able to meet these challenges and will come through with flying colors.   
Financial rewards will come.  Keep things organized and take care of details or else you  
may find yourself in chaos by the end of this month.  If you are involved in a legal tangle,  
and quite a few people in this stage of their Personal Rhythm Cycle are, you will gain  
some ground and find good reasons to be optimistic.  
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    Romance is highly favored now, especially for new relationships.  
  
Your Personal Month for June 2006 is 3   
   
    Jane, June is a 3 Personal Month in a 6 Personal Year and an excellent time to give  
yourself a break.  Take some time off.  Enjoy yourself.  Don't be too serious.  This is a  
time of enhanced creativity and originality.  Become involved in playful activities.   
Participate in social events.  You will meet new people who offer a welcome change to  
the routine aspects of your life.  
    Your career may seem unpredictable now but will be much better next month.  "Luck"  
in financial affairs is likely now.  Romance is also favorable.  
    The emphasize of this month is on fun and leisure.  Enjoy.  
  
Your Personal Month for July 2006 is 4   
   
    Jane, July is a 4 Personal Month in a 6 Personal Year and it is a time to seriously apply  
yourself to your duties and responsibilities.  Take charge in home, career, and  
community affairs.  Be patient and apply yourself to routine and details diligently.   
Organize your personal life and your career.  Tie up lose ends.  Start projects that will  
improve your living situation such as repairing the house or starting a garden.  
    Someone in your circle of friends and relatives needs help.  Usually, this is a younger  
person who has not yet found stability or purpose in life.  
    This month may well bring an excellent opportunity in your own career.  Focus on legal  
affairs.  Discipline and effort are the key-words for this month.  
    Romance takes a more serious turn.  Expectations are expressed and commitments  
made.  
  
Your Personal Month for August 2006 is 5   
   
    Jane, August is a 5 Personal Month in a 6 Personal Year and brings some changes in  
work and your personal life.  It is a dynamic time and nothing goes according to plans.   
Play things by ear.  
    Your career progresses well as a result of your enhanced ability to find creative  
solutions.  You make a good impression on some people who are in a position to reward  
you.  There will, however, be a confrontation between you and a co-worker, with  
long-ranging affects.  The outcome will depend on your personal strength and  
self-confidence.  
    If you are involved in business deals or legal affairs, some surprising changes may  
take place.  In all areas of your life, flexibility and adaptability are important.  Jane, your  
friends and family require a lot of attention.  Social gatherings are frequent and will bring  
new relationships into your life.  
    Traveling, perhaps across the ocean, is possible and favorable.  
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    Romance is exciting.  Be socially active.  If you are single, you could meet someone  
who will be a permanent part of your life.  
  
Your Personal Month for September 2006 is 6   
   
    Jane, September is a 6 Personal Month in a 6 Personal Year and forces you to deal  
with the issues of responsibility and loyalty.  Devote your time and energy to the needs of  
family and community.  Become involved in some sort of activity that will benefit others  
financially.  You will, and should be, concerned less with your own financial affairs, than  
with those involving others.  Be selfless and generous in all areas of your life.  It is a time  
to forgive and heal.  You are highly aware of your bond with the people you love, as well  
as with neighbors and co-workers.  
    Legal affairs you might be involved in come to the foreground.  
    Financially, September has the potential to be very good.  
    Romance is shaky.  Choose your words well and follow up on promises.  Don't forget  
birthdays.  
  
Your Personal Month for October 2006 is 7   
   
    Jane, October is a 7 Personal Month in a 6 Personal Year.  Distance yourself  
somewhat from the affairs and troubles of other people.  During the course of this year  
you have been asked to help, counsel, and advise others many times.  Now, give  
yourself a break.  Spend time alone for contemplation and meditation.  Study and reading  
are also favorable.  Your workload does not decrease but much of it is routine and allows  
you to mentally drift.  Still, your mind is sharp and you can easily concentrate when you  
want to.  
    Inner healing takes place.  Old wounds may be reopened.  There is some sadness  
and nostalgia, but the healing is real and needed.  This is a time of spiritual growth.   
Postpone decisions regarding financial affairs, if possible, until next month.  
    Matters of the heart are also a low priority.  You are not very clear this month and  
would rather not be bothered with it.  Emphasize your personal well-being.  Diet,  
exercise, and go for walks.  Don't distract yourself from soul-searching by watching  
television or other mind-numbing practices.  
    In many ways, your experience of this month will set the tone and direction for next  
year.  
  
Your Personal Month for November 2006 is 8   
   
    Jane, November is an 8 Personal Month in a 6 Personal Year and is an excellent time  
for business ventures, financial affairs, and all things related to the material world.  You  
receive recognition for past effort in the form of financial rewards, respect, and possibly  
promotion.  Implement any changes you have been considering in your business affairs.   
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As always, when the 8 shows up in the chart, a certain amount of balancing takes place.   
Punishment and reward are both possible.  If you have put out sincere effort, the reward  
will be there.  However, for some people, this month may bring bad news.  
    This is a good time to straighten out financial dealings you may have with friends or  
relatives as well.  
    This is not a good time to go into debt.  But it is a good time for love.  Strong feelings  
and passionate exchanges on the emotional and physical level make this an exciting  
month.  
  
Your Personal Month for December 2006 is 9   
   
    Jane, December is a 9 Personal Month in a 6 Personal Year and it is the second time  
this year that some letting go has to be done.  A relationship is going to end.  This can  
cause some distress, but there are also feelings of gratitude.  Your feelings run deep, but  
you have difficulty expressing them.  
    You feel vulnerable and emotional.  You are attracted to giving your time and energy to  
something outside of yourself.  
    Clean out the garage or attic and donate the excess to charity.  
  
    There are changes in the work situation, such as a shift in personnel.  In a strange turn  
of events, you may find yourself having to defend your actions and motivations.  Your  
honesty may be questioned.  
    If you are single, you may meet someone later this month.  
    If you are committed, you may feel you are involved in a roller-coaster kind of  
relationship.  Not to worry, things calm down by the end of the month.  
  
Your Personal Month for January 2007 is 8   
   
    Jane, January is an 8 Personal Month in a 7 Personal Year and brings success and  
reward from past effort.  Self-reliance and confidence are the keys to success this  
month.  Stand up for yourself and show stubborn persistence.  
    Your career is stable, with few ups and downs, but your finances are less secure.  A  
conservative attitude to money matters is favorable.  
    Your attention is focused on long-term planning.  You have good ideas that may well  
turn into an additional source of income later this year (during or around October).  You  
also become interested in new avenues of thought or spiritual paths, which will inspire  
you to study or read.  
    This month's emphasize is on long-term goals.  
    Friends and relatives feel that you are a little distant, and may get on your case in the  
hope that you will spend more time with them.  
    Romance is not particularly important.  If you are involved with someone, feelings  
deepen and the bond becomes stronger.  
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Your Personal Month for February 2007 is 9   
   
    Jane, February is a 9 Personal Month in a 7 Personal Year.  It brings a number of  
changes, most of them occurring inside of you.  You awaken to new feelings about your  
job, your house, and the people around you.  It is a time of reevaluating the choices and  
decisions you have made over the past several years.  You gain clarity and understand  
your motivations and needs better.  
    You may cause some practical changes as a result of this, and even distance yourself  
from outdated habits or relationships.  There may be some emotional turmoil connected  
to this, but the feeling of relief is more prominent.  This is a tricky time in all areas of  
relationships.  
    Jane, your irritation threshold is lower than usual.  Irrational demands and lack of  
patience from your side may bring on feelings of quilt and you will probably find yourself  
apologizing more than once.  You have strong idealistic, humanitarian, and spiritual  
feelings and may want to become more involved in some practical endeavors concerning  
one or more of these areas of life.  However, you will probably postpone any active  
involvement for the time being, because you feel the time is not right.  
    Most important this month, is your enhanced clarity in all matters concerning your life  
and the direction it is taking.  
    It is a time of re-assessment of your values and priorities and the influence of this  
month will be felt for a long time to come.  
    The practical aspects of career, business, relationships, and romance are all on the  
back-burner, but the inner-changes that take place represent a much larger step forward  
than you will probably realize at this time.  
  
Your Personal Month for March 2007 is 1   
   
    Jane, March is a 1 Personal Month in a 7 Personal Year and, while you may still have a  
case of the blues on the early days of this month, March soon brings optimism,  
increased energy, and excitement.  You are intellectually sharp and imaginative.  You feel  
that anything is possible and that the sky is the limit.  
    Against the background of self-reflection and soul-searching that's such a major part  
of this year is this month's sense of spring-time in your heart.  This is an excellent time to  
take on new challenges in your career, to start new endeavors, or, if you are in business  
or sales, to go out and snare that important new client.  
    Often, this month brings financial gain, but your attention is more directed towards  
intellectual accomplishments.  Your pride and self-esteem get a boost.  
    A more difficult aspect of this month is your relationship with loved ones.  You lack the  
necessary sensitivity to respond properly to the needs of those close to you.  Jane, you  
are under the illusion that everyone feels the way you do; that problems are only minor  
impediments that can be taken in stride.  However, your optimistic attitude also inspires  
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them, and they grudgingly respect you for the way you seem to be handling things.  
    A romantic experience brings passion and excitement either late this month or early  
next month.  
  
Your Personal Month for April 2007 is 2   
   
    Jane, April is a 2 Personal Month in a 7 Personal year.  Now the pendulum swings  
back from the insensitivity of last month to heightened awareness, especially of others.   
You are aware of the emotional subtleties that lie beneath the surfaces.  You take nothing  
for granted.  Your wisdom and diplomacy will surprise people and prevent several  
situations from becoming explosive.  
    Relationships with both subordinates and higher-ups will improve.  You receive  
support and are well-spoken of.  Your intuition is keen; rely on it, and respect any  
premonitions you may have.  Someone you meet sparks your interest, but you may find  
that the person is unstable and fragile.  You play the role of teacher and counselor in this  
relationship.  
    Jane, your understanding and intuition also offer you the means to heal formerly  
difficult relationships this month.  
  
Your Personal Month for May 2007 is 3   
   
    Jane, May is a 3 Personal Month in a 7 Personal Year and is an excellent time for  
leisure and play.  Take time off and, if possible, go on vacation.  Get in touch with the  
inner you, daydream, and share those feelings and thoughts with someone you trust.   
Your need for others heightens.  
  
    You sense changes on the horizon, but feel you are in limbo, waiting for events to  
provide a new direction.  Seek the advice, perspective, and insight of others.  
    You continue to make a good impression on those you work with, but not because of  
enhanced sensitivity and awareness, as was the case in April, but because of your ability  
to express yourself well and motivate others to see things your way.  Be careful not to  
become manipulative.  
    This is a "lucky" month.  You're in the right place at the right time and coincidences will  
occur in your favor.  You are more attractive to the opposite sex then usual and may  
receive some interesting proposals.  
  
Your Personal Month for June 2007 is 4   
   
    Jane, June is a 4 Personal Month in a 7 Personal Year.  It may prove to be the busiest  
month of the year.  Work is demanding.  Responsibilities and duties could become  
frustrating.  You've got to stick to the routine and, consequently, you may become bored  
with your environment.  
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    Your energy level is high and you want things to change.  Reorganize your personal  
life.  Manage your time more efficiently.  Work on the house or garden so that you can  
enjoy improvements in your environment as well as your work life.  
    You are more serious this month than you were last month.  Don't take chances in  
financial affairs.  It is better to save than to spend.  Open your heart to your loved ones.   
They may sense your preoccupation with work and details, and need you to reach out to  
them.  
  
Your Personal Month for July 2007 is 5   
   
    Jane, July is a 5 Personal Month in a 7 Personal Year.  It is a time of unexpected  
events.  Be flexible, especially in thought.  
    Let old concepts and dogma go.  This is a time of incredible growth, mentally as well  
as spiritually, but you have to allow such growth to occur.  
    New information comes to you.  You have the opportunity to change old ideas about  
life or people.  Your circumstances could even change.  Travel is also possible and  
favorable.  A sudden phone call could put you on the plane the next day.  Letters or phone  
calls could come from people you have not heard from in a long time.  
    Meanwhile, you feel scattered and restless and want to avoid the nitty gritty details of  
life.  Go with the flow; answer demands as they come up and do not try to control the  
circumstances too much.  
    Jane, you are mentally sharp and quick to see the meaning of new information.  You  
are also creative and imaginative.  This month releases your wilder side, especially when  
it comes to your social life and love relationship.  Within the context of this year's serious  
and spiritual overtones, July is by far the most dynamic month.  Be careful of too much  
self-indulgence and irresponsibility.  Moderation, again, is the key.  
  
Your Personal Month for August 2007 is 6   
   
    Jane, August is a 6 Personal Month in a 7 Personal Year and with it comes stability  
and quiet.  There is recognition and respect at work, but also the possibility that someone  
else takes credit for your effort.  Apply yourself diligently.  Responsibility and duty rule this  
month.  There is financial gain, probably from a source other than work.  
    Your family and friends need your love and attention; give of it freely.  Especially give  
your time and advice to a younger person.  There is a lot of love that surrounds you this  
month, but you may not be aware of it.  Your attention is focused inward and you may  
want more time alone than you actually have.  Maintain balance.  The people close to you  
need attention and you should be there for them.  
    Your spouse or romantic partner requires much of you this month, too, and your  
relationship with deepen as a result.  
  
Your Personal Month for September 2007 is 7   
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    Jane, September is a 7 Personal Month in a 7 Personal Year.  Now, more than ever,  
spiritual growth and self-discovery are highlighted.  If you have not been fully aware of this  
inner search during part of this year, there is no escaping it this month.  Dreams will be  
intense and you won't be able to shake them when you wake up.  You will find yourself  
staring into space more often than usual.  You are withdrawing and may experience  
some loneliness as a result.  
    You are questioning a lot of things that you had been taking for granted.  You think  
about your life and the direction it is taking.  The mysteries of life and death (without being  
morbid) occupy your mind.  
    You are mentally sharp and flexible, and you easily keep up with any demands that  
come your way.  Jane, your career, finances, and other mundane aspects of your life  
occupy a relatively smaller place in your life, this month.  Without avoiding your duties,  
you can let these areas take care of themselves until early next month.  
    Your friends and family are less demanding.  
    Romantic ties can be surprisingly strong, however.  You have a real desire to share  
your innermost feelings with the person you are attracted to, revealing a side of yourself  
that has not been available in such intimacy before.  
  
Your Personal Month for October 2007 is 8   
   
    Jane, October is an 8 Personal Month in a 7 Personal Year.  It brings reward and  
recognition.  Often, this is a very good month for all matters related to career, business,  
and finances.  You reap the rewards of what you sowed in the past seven years.  (Next  
year offers even greater rewards than this month.) October gives you the opportunity to  
peak into the near future because it represents a small scale sample of what next year  
will bring.  The eight cycle is a rewarding time, but there are two important sides to the  
way it is delivered.  
    On one hand, it is directly proportionate to the effort you have put out in the past.  On  
the other, you receive exactly what you need to continue on your path.  For that reason,  
you would do well keeping a close eye on your finances, especially to protect yourself  
from any shortfalls next year.  Financial gain is much more common this month (and in  
the 8 Personal Year).  In any case, this is a time to be aggressive in all matters relating to  
career and finances.  
  
Your Personal Month for November 2007 is 9   
   
    Jane, November is a 9 Personal Month in a 7 Personal Year.  Your heightened inner  
awareness and the long inner growth-process you've been working on this year now  
reach a kind of completion this month in the form of realizations and insights that in turn  
improve your self-confidence and faith in the future.  
    At the same time, this is a period marked by emotional ups and downs as you are  
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releasing old concepts, responsibilities, and relationships that you've outgrown.  
    You are doing some inner-house cleaning which reflects in work as well as personal  
life.  
    Your career may seem somewhat stagnant.  You are looking for new opportunities and  
challenges, but not much will be forthcoming until late this month or early next month.   
Jane, you should take it slow; perhaps even take some time off for rest.  
  
    There will be an opportunity for you to become involved with a good cause, which will  
prove both personally and professionally rewarding.  In the long run, it may even help you  
financially.  
    As for money matters, this is not a good time to take chances or spend money on  
major purchases.  
    Some of your relationships with friends and relatives are being put to the test.  You  
have grown and changed over the past year and may be a little out of touch with some of  
the people with whom you were close.  In addition, you have become more discriminating  
about whom you wish to spend time with.  
    Sometimes, the 9 Personal Month brings a personal loss.  You may have to let go of  
an old relationship or even someone you regard as a teacher.  Romance is also in a  
make or break period.  If the relationship has real substance, there will be some  
emotional turmoil but the bond will only become stronger.  
    If the relationship isn't strong, this will become very clear and cause a permanent  
break.  
  
Your Personal Month for December 2007 is 1   
   
    Jane, December is a 1 Personal Month in a 7 Personal Year.  It brings renewed energy  
and enthusiasm.  Your career makes a big step forward.  There is financial reward,  
promotion, and possibly a transfer that brings a welcome change.  You will be introduced  
to someone or several people who are important for your career and can positively  
influence your future.  
    While this month brings you and your relatives and friends closer together, the feelings  
are also intensified and your relationship with some of these people is in a very fragile  
state.  There may be some outbursts of long suppressed feelings that have to be dealt  
with.  
    Relationships of all kinds -- family, friends, and co-workers -- tend to be somewhat  
unstable during this time.  
    If you are single, romance may become an important ingredient of this month's  
experience.  Jane, you may meet someone new and this person will be an intellectual  
and spiritual challenge.  
    The attraction will be based less on physical appearance than on curiosity: there are  
profound differences between you in point of view and lifestyle, which is fascinating on  
some level.  You learn from this person and, like looking into a mirror, you discover a lot  
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about yourself and the changes that have taken place on a very deep level during the  
course of this year.  
  
Your Personal Month for January 2008 is 9   
   
    Jane, January is a 9 Personal Month in an 8 Personal Year.  It marks a period of  
completion.  You have gone through a spiritual growth cycle that resulted in a better  
understanding of yourself.  You have gained much insight.  
    Now you are entering a time when spiritual understanding must merge with the  
practical and material side of life.  You are moving from a 7 Personal Year, which was  
dominated by spiritual growth, into an 8 Personal Year, which is focused on the material  
aspects of your life.  This may throw you a little off balance.  The year begins with some  
confusion and self-doubt.  
  
    Often, there is financial stress.  You need to apply yourself to your career and other  
worldly matters.  This is the year of harvesting your rewards, but before that happens,  
you need to prepare yourself, to regain your footing.  
    Now you must become more aggressive and ambitious.  January requires effort.  It  
also requires a letting go of outdated and outgrown concepts, habits, and relationships.  
    For that reason, January tends to be emotional and somewhat insecure.  However,  
you will soon pick up momentum, and your personal power increases.  
    Romantic and love-relationships experience some stresses.  Jane, you are somewhat  
distant and aloof, which may make your partner feel left out.  Spend some time  
reassuring your mate.  
  
Your Personal Month for February 2008 is 1   
   
    Jane, February is a 1 Personal Month in an 8 Personal Year.  Now things begin to  
speed up.  Unlike last month, you now feel full of energy and enthusiasm.  In fact, you're  
impatient to start new projects, and must guard against impulsive decisions.  
    Your career and financial affairs are the areas of your life that require the most  
attention.  There are great opportunities as well as potential dangers.  This is the year  
marked by opposites: times when everything seems to go your way, and other times  
when it seems the rug has been pulled out from under you.  February gives the first  
indication of what this year will bring but, more important, it challenges you to put your  
best foot forward, to show what you are made of.  
    The month may begin with a challenge.  You may have to confront one of your biggest  
fears, which is followed by an opportunity to put that fear to rest once and for all.   
Courage, determination, and inner strength are the needed ingredients that will make this  
a successful month and a profitable year.  The year can be characterized by the old  
carrot-and-stick metaphor: February reveals the carrot -- the prize you can obtain -- but it  
also shows the pitfalls and dangers; in short, the stick.  
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    Relationships are favorable in all areas of your life.  Co-workers show support, friends  
tell you how much they admire you, relatives make it clear they have confidence in you,  
and your lover makes you feel you deserve the best.  
  

PERSONAL DAYS   
   
Your Personal Day-by-Day Forecast for January 2006   
   
    Jane, January is a 7 Personal Month in a 6 Personal Year and brings stability and  
clarity.  Your career shows promise, but there is not any promotion or practical gain just  
yet.  
    If you are involved in legal affairs or have wanted to take care of something that  
involves the law, this month is a good time to start the necessary procedures.  You may  
be notified of an impending legal procedure that affects you or a loved one.  
    Study or read and enjoy the much needed quiet after last year's hectic pace.   
Domestic affairs play a major role during this year and begin now.  However, you will be  
feeling more intellectual than emotional during this month.  Tolerance and forgiveness will  
not come naturally and you could be a little self-righteous.  Try to be more flexible.  
  
    January 1) Sometimes financial reward, sometimes loss.  Justice from above  
(as you sow ...).  Generosity.  Not a good day for gambling.  Health improves Exercise.   
Meeting with old friends.  Reminiscing.  Feelings of loyalty.  
  
    January 2) Recent trouble in relationship diffused.  Tact and wisdom.  Intelligence and  
depth.  Humanitarian.  Good day for learning.  Shifting of priorities.  Don’t commit to  
long-term plans.  
  
    January 3) Progress.  Other people's support.  Focus on money matters.   
Self-confidence.  Also; hard-headed, stubborn.  Domestic squabbles.  Commitment  
broken.  
  
    January 4) Intuition.  Revelations.  Dreams with messages.  Sensitive to animals.   
Spiritual needs strong.  Longing for knowledge.  Insecurity.  Keep your feet on the ground.  
  
    January 5) Inspired and optimistic.  Self-expression.  Communication.  Convincing and  
creative.  Important letter or phone call.  
  
    January 6) Hard work.  Frustrating.  Details.  Routine.  Manage and organize.  Tie up  
lose ends.  Opportunity.  Long-term endeavors are favored.  Avoid confrontations.  
  
    January 7) Unexpected events.  Monkey wrenches.  Be flexible.  Trust your intuition.   
Be decisive.  Travel favored.  Be social.  You meet someone interesting.  
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    January 8) Increased responsibility.  Financial opportunity.  Romance is strong.   
Domestic affairs.  A friend or family member needs your help and advice.  
  
    January 9) Quiet day, contemplative.  Mentally sharp, serious, less playful.  Insight.   
Distracted.  Need for patience.  Spend the evening in a quiet environment but avoid being  
alone.  
  
    January 10) Money matters resolved.  Ideas.  Visionary.  This is a good day to sign a  
contract or finalize a deal.  Go out and spend some money.  Romance may entice you to  
do something irresponsible.  
  
    January 11) Completion.  Doubts about decisions taken earlier.  Problems with  
someone close to you.  Emotional stress.  Be creative, active.  Find distraction.  
  
    January 12) Decisions needed.  Be aggressive.  Leadership.  Push your ideas, start  
new projects.  Others look at you for direction.  You meet someone new.  Progress.  
  
    January 13) Enhanced sensitivity and intuition.  Vivid dreams.  Premonitions.  You  
become involved in a dispute and play the role of mediator successfully.  Love and  
romance highly favorable.  
  
    January 14) Optimistic, upbeat.  Motivated.  Excited, looking forward to the challenges  
of today.  Communication is crucial.  Lack of focus, scattered but creative.  
  
    January 15) Responsibility.  Demanding.  Opportunity.  Be focused, work hard.  Show  
others, they can depend on you, but don't make promises you can not fulfill.  Don't  
procrastinate.  
  
    January 16) Change in work environment.  Unexpected events may include travel.   
Restless.  Social event may bring self-indulgence.  Discipline is needed.  
  
    January 17) Family matters need to be rectified.  Old friend brings good news.  Loyalty.   
Younger person needs your help.  Give of yourself.  
  
  
    January 18) Inward focused.  Tendency to withdraw.  Growth.  Spiritual insights.   
Curiosity.  You feel special, full of purpose.  Trust your instincts.  Bottled up feelings need  
to be dealt with.  
  
    January 19) Good day for business, particularly sales.  Successful negotiations.   
Generosity.  Flexibility.  Changes.  Somewhat insensitive in romance; missed opportunity  
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if not careful.  
  
    January 20) Very creative.  Disappointment due to disloyalty in friend or family  
member, later rectified.  Miscommunication.  Emotional upheaval.  Good news in the  
evening.  Love and romance strong.  
  
    January 21) Good for career.  Enhanced personal power.  Authority.  New endeavor.   
Project involves spirituality and self-expression.  Perhaps writing.  You feel a closer  
connection to God and nature.  
  
    January 22) Awareness.  Fine-tuned and sensitive.  You read other people easily and  
clearly.  Peacemaker.  Tendency for self-righteousness.  You may annoy a few people.   
Don't be arrogant.  
  
    January 23) Involvement in decorating, gardening, or home-repair.  Avoid business  
dealings.  Confusion in money matters; get receipts, estimates.  
  
    January 24) Hard work, perhaps overtime.  Demanding.  No room for procrastination.   
Keep track of details.  You make a favorable impression at work.  Opportunity.  Your  
courage will be challenged.  
  
    January 25) Possible work-related travel.  Successful.  Good connections made.   
Money-saving ideas, but keep your thoughts to yourself.  Concentrate on business.  
  
    January 26) Work around the house.  Family matters.  Serious conversations.  Love  
and romance at work.  Physically vulnerable, dress warm, eat well.  Avoid alcohol.  
  
    January 27) Vivid dreams, restless morning.  Distracted at work.  Feeling a little  
awkward, out of place.  Accident prone if too distracted.  Avoid social events.  
  
    January 28) Financial reward, possibly unexpected.  Good day for promotional  
activities or sales.  Social gatherings may bring good new connections.  Avoid becoming  
involved in legal affairs.  
  
    January 29) An urge to clean up your environment.  Get rid of things.  Good day for  
problem solving.  Hidden progress.  Someone is supportive behind the scenes.  
  
    January 30) Hectic.  Adventurous.  Need for quick action.  Decisions.  Leadership.  Big  
opportunity.  Your senses are very alert today; sounds, colors, texture strongly  
experienced.  
  
    January 31) Sensitive.  Self-conscious.  A little out of tune.  Bad day for stress,  
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deadlines.  Take time off.  Romance highly favorable.  
  
Your Personal Day-by-Day Forecast for February 2006   
   
    Jane, February is an 8 Personal Month in a 6 Personal Year and may bring upheaval in  
family affairs or with friends.  The 8 carries a powerful balancing energy and much of that  
will be directed to your relationships.  The truth will come out and you will have the  
opportunity to heal relationships that have been damaged by misconceptions.  Real  
relationships will become stronger but superficial ones will break down.  
    Rewards and recognition in your career will also come to you this month.  Often, the 8  
Personal Month/6 Personal Year brings considerable progress and financial gain.  
    Romance is also strongly represented.  You meet an attractive person, but the  
challenge here is to approach the situation with sensitivity and awareness.  If you come  
on strong, you will blow the opportunity.  Focus on sensitivity and avoid the temptation to  
be rude at all costs.  
  
    February 1) Completion.  Feelings of accomplishment.  Opportunity for healing mind  
and body.  Treat yourself.  Get rest.  Lack of concentration.  Later, good conversation.   
Strengthening of tie s.  Strong feelings.  Melodrama.  
  
    February 2) Take charge.  Feeling lack of support.  Independence.  Project finished,  
start of new endeavor.  Important introduction to someone new.  Material loss.   
Remember your keys, wallet, etc.  
  
    February 3) Sensitive.  Focus on relationships in work and personal life.  Opportunity  
to help.  Counseling.  Someone admires you.  Tendency to lie.  Romance is strong.  
  
    February 4) Creative.  Problem solved.  Help from unexpected source.  News from  
distant source.  Information.  Optimism.  Pleasant evening.  Sharing of feelings.  
  
    February 5) Strong energy.  Capable.  Persistence.  Possibility for major opportunity.   
Rely on what you know, don't take someone else's word for it.  Focus on work.  Planning.   
Avoid emotional confrontations.  
  
    February 6) Possible trip.  Restless.  Need to be in playful company.  Avoid details.   
Get of the beaten path.  Quick-witted.  Good for retail, selling anything.  Self-promotion.   
Social.  
  
    February 7) Good for finances.  Not good for negotiations.  Practical family matters  
need attention.  Responsibility and duty.  Honor challenged.  Romance becomes serious.   
Commitment.  Young person needs guidance, strong hand.  
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    February 8) Strong spiritual overtones.  Concentration.  Perfection.  Faith and  
gratitude.  Mechanical break-downs.  Debt repaid.  Good day for nature walk.  
  
    February 9) Management, organization, business.  Visionary.  Planning.  Financial  
gain.  Details frustrate the progress.  Fighters spirit.  You force a break-through in career  
or business.  Loved ones may complain about lack of attention.  
  
    February 10) Your momentum slows.  Disappointment in career.  Emotional turmoil.   
Lack of drive, persistence.  Moody.  Good day for hugging and kissing.  Focus on people,  
not things.  
  
    February 11) Renewed energy.  Dynamic.  New beginning.  Concentration.  Authority.   
You take the lead, others follow.  Straight-forward.  Lacking sensitivity.  
  
    February 12) Practical application of spiritual understanding.  Counseling others.   
Intelligent and sensitive.  Intuitive.  Not much escapes you today.  Romance.  
  
    February 13) Upbeat and playful.  Creative.  Attractive to others.  Power to influence  
others.  Deals can be closed.  Also a bit scattered, forgetful.  Loss of paperwork,  
documents.  
  
    February 14) Accomplishment in work.  Respect.  Dependability.  Routine matters  
need to be handled.  Moral issues.  
  
    February 15) Feelings of freedom.  Expansion of interests.  Enhanced sense of  
humor.  Laughter.  Social events.  Romance.  New people.  Self-indulgence.  Lack of  
concentration and application.  Carelessness.  
  
    February 16) Progress in career.  Good for finances.  "Lucky".  Sharing thoughts and  
feelings with relatives and friends.  Conflicts solved.  Tolerance.  Love.  Sacrifice.   
Healing of the heart.  
  
    February 17) Contemplation and meditation.  Mental strength.  Insight.  Distractions at  
work.  Need for patience.  Relax.  Avoid emotional confrontations.  
  
    February 18) Money matters improve.  Ideas.  Visionary.  Good day for business.  Be  
generous.  Romance shaky.  Honesty in communication is important.  
  
    February 19) Creative.  Good for finances.  Possibly problems with someone close to  
you.  You are misunderstood.  Emotional stress.  Loneliness.  Melancholy.  
  
    February 20) Be aggressive.  Take charge.  Drive and determination.  Originality.  New  
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projects.  Others look at you for direction.  You will meet someone new.  
  
    February 21) Sensitivity and intuition.  Dreams.  Psychic insights.  Success at solving  
personality problems.  Tact and wisdom.  Love and romance are highly favorable today.  
  
    February 22) Optimistic and upbeat.  Healing.  Motivated.  Chance to impress others.   
Communication.  Scattered energy.  Creative.  Romance.  Perhaps superficial and  
irresponsible.  
  
    February 23) Need for dependability.  Demanding.  Progress.  Be focused.  Don't  
make promises you can not fulfill.  Don't procrastinate.  
  
    February 24) Change in career.  Dynamic.  Hectic.  Unexpected events, may include  
travel.  Restless.  Social events.  Watch for lack of self-discipline.  
  
    February 25) Family matters need to be taken care of.  Friend or relative brings good  
news.  Loyalty.  Guard against interfering in someone else's life.  
  
    February 26) Change of priorities.  Self-criticism.  Confrontation with loved one.   
Spiritual realizations.  Wisdom.  Hope.  Aloneness, but comfortable.  
  
    February 27) Ambitious.  Good for business.  Planning.  Authority.  Healing in  
relationships.  Influential.  Promising news.  Lack of care for detail.  
  
    February 28) Feelings of accomplishment.  Success.  Opportunity for healing mind  
and body.  Pamper yourself.  Not a good day for travel.  
  
Your Personal Day-by-Day Forecast for March 2006   
   
    Jane, March is a 9 Personal Month in a 6 Personal Year and is often emotional  
because you may have to let go of someone close to you.  
    You experience relationships more deeply and feel greater warmth for others.  You  
reach out for contact and substance.  Other people will also be drawn to open up their  
hearts and minds to you.  This reflects strongly in your relationship with family and  
friends, but also in the work-environment.  People will come to you with their problems,  
seeking an understanding ear and a shoulder to cry on.  You feel closer to your fellow  
man, and because of your attractive disposition you will receive much support from  
others.  
    Good news may come from your work that will boost your self-esteem.  Move slowly  
and carefully where romance is concerned, however, because you are not in a position  
to make long-range plans.  
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    March 1) Decisions needed.  Be aggressive.  Leadership.  Push your ideas, start new  
projects.  Others look at you for direction.  You meet someone new.  Progress.  
  
    March 2) Enhanced sensitivity and intuition.  Vivid dreams.  Premonitions.  You  
become involved in a dispute and play the role of mediator successfully.  Love and  
romance highly favorable.  
  
    March 3) Optimistic, upbeat.  Motivated.  Excited, looking forward to the challenges of  
today.  Communication is crucial.  Lack of focus, scattered but creative.  
  
    March 4) Responsibility.  Demanding.  Opportunity.  Be focused, work hard.  Show  
others, they can depend on you, but don't make promises you can not fulfill.  Don't  
procrastinate.  
  
    March 5) Change in work environment.  Unexpected events may include travel.   
Restless.  Social event may bring self-indulgence.  Discipline is needed.  
  
    March 6) Family matters need to be rectified.  Old friend brings good news.  Loyalty.   
Younger person needs your help.  Give of yourself.  
  
    March 7) Disappointment, distress.  Self-criticizing.  Confrontation with loved one.   
Later in the day; spiritual realization, hope.  Understanding.  
  
    March 8) Energetic.  Drive.  Determination.  Good for business, signing contracts.   
Also legal affairs.  Recent conflict healed.  
  
    March 9) Recent trouble in relationship diffused.  Tact and wisdom.  Intelligence and  
depth.  Humanitarian.  Good day for learning.  Shifting of priorities.  Don’t commit to  
long-term plans.  
  
    March 10) Progress.  Other people's support.  Focus on money matters.   
Self-confidence.  Also; hard-headed, stubborn.  Domestic squabbles.  Commitment  
broken.  
  
    March 11) Intuition.  Revelations.  Dreams with messages.  Sensitive to animals.   
Spiritual needs strong.  Longing for knowledge.  Insecurity.  Keep your feet on the ground.  
  
    March 12) Transformation.  Growth.  Reaching out to others; communication.  You feel  
an important change, but are not yet clear about it's true nature.  Lack of patience.  Don't  
try to analyze your self.  Romance favored.  
  
    March 13) Accomplishment in work.  Respect.  Dependability.  Routine matters need  
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to be handled.  Moral issues.  
  
    March 14) Feelings of freedom.  Expansion of interests.  Enhanced sense of humor.   
Laughter.  Social events.  Romance.  New people.  Self-indulgence.  Lack of  
concentration and application.  Carelessness.  
  
    March 15) Progress in career.  Good for finances.  "Lucky".  Sharing thoughts and  
feelings with relatives and friends.  Conflicts solved.  Tolerance.  Love.  Sacrifice.   
Healing of the heart.  
  
    March 16) Spiritual.  Soul-searching.  Need for answers, knowledge.  Impractical,  
clumsy.  Caution when dealing with mechanical stuff.  Aloneness.  Inner contentment.  
  
    March 17) Favorable for contracts.  Enhanced personal power.  Uninhibited.   
Generosity.  Meeting with old friends.  Support.  Loyalty.  Pay-back-time.  Rewarding.  
  
    March 18) Changing of priorities.  Loss of friendship.  Letting go.  Emotional, also  
wisdom.  Forgiveness.  Tolerance.  Compassion.  Humanitarian causes.  Karmic  
healing.  
  
    March 19) Good for career.  Enhanced personal power.  Authority.  New endeavor.   
Project involves spirituality and self-expression.  Perhaps writing.  You feel a closer  
connection to God and nature.  
  
    March 20) Awareness.  Fine-tuned and sensitive.  You read other people easily and  
clearly.  Peacemaker.  Tendency for self-righteousness.  You may annoy a few people.   
Don't be arrogant.  
  
    March 21) Involvement in decorating, gardening, or home-repair.  Avoid business  
dealings.  Confusion in money matters; get receipts, estimates.  
  
  
    March 22) Hard work, perhaps overtime.  Demanding.  No room for procrastination.   
Keep track of details.  You make a favorable impression at work.  Opportunity.  Your  
courage will be challenged.  
  
    March 23) Possible work-related travel.  Successful.  Good connections made.   
Money-saving ideas, but keep your thoughts to yourself.  Concentrate on business.  
  
    March 24) Work around the house.  Family matters.  Serious conversations.  Love and  
romance at work.  Physically vulnerable, dress warm, eat well.  Avoid alcohol.  
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    March 25) Self-doubt.  Inability to see the simple solutions.  Tendency to make things  
complicated.  Take a break, rest.  Spend time alone.  
  
    March 26) Financial reward, possibly unexpected.  Good day for promotional activities  
or sales.  Social gatherings may bring good new connections.  Avoid becoming involved  
in legal affairs.  
  
    March 27) An urge to clean up your environment.  Get rid of things.  Good day for  
problem solving.  Hidden progress.  Someone is supportive behind the scenes.  
  
    March 28) Hectic.  Adventurous.  Need for quick action.  Decisions.  Leadership.  Big  
opportunity.  Your senses are very alert today; sounds, colors, texture strongly  
experienced.  
  
    March 29) Sensitive.  Self-conscious.  A little out of tune.  Bad day for stress,  
deadlines.  Take time off.  Romance highly favorable.  
  
    March 30) Intelligent discussions.  Sharing of ideas.  Lack of application but creative  
and original.  Witty.  Recognizing the beauty of life.  Harmony.  Conflict resolved.  
  
    March 31) Demanding.  Frustrating.  Details.  Routine affairs.  Organization.  Also  
opportunity.  Invest in long-term endeavors.  Disagreements with loved one on  
money-matters.  
  
Your Personal Day-by-Day Forecast for April 2006   
   
    Jane, April is a 1 Personal Month in a 6 Personal Year and brings new beginnings in  
several areas of your life.  You have more energy and are ready to implement some  
changes in your life.  Display aggression in your career and it will progress nicely.  Start  
new projects.  Take a chance.  A 6 Personal Year often brings considerable financial  
gain, particularly in or around the months of April or November.  
    This is also a time in which matters of the heart come to some kind of climax.  Young  
lovers get married, married people re-commit, and troubled relationships either work it  
out or separate.  
    The month of April brings challenges in the area of communication.  Be careful what  
you say and how you say it so you don't stick your foot in your mouth.  Actively pursue  
the things you want in your career, finances, and love-life.  
    Romance is very positive now and more people find their soul-mate during this period  
than at any other time during the 9 year cycle.  
  
    April 1) Sensitive.  Nervous energy.  Opportunity to be of service.  Feeling a little out of  
place.  A heart to heart talk solves personality conflict.  Romance.  
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    April 2) Inspired and optimistic.  Self-expression.  Communication.  Convincing and  
creative.  Important letter or phone call.  
  
    April 3) Hard work.  Frustrating.  Details.  Routine.  Manage and organize.  Tie up lose  
ends.  Opportunity.  Long-term endeavors are favored.  Avoid confrontations.  
  
    April 4) Unexpected events.  Monkey wrenches.  Be flexible.  Trust your intuition.  Be  
decisive.  Travel favored.  Be social.  You meet someone interesting.  
  
    April 5) Increased responsibility.  Financial opportunity.  Romance is strong.  Domestic  
affairs.  A friend or family member needs your help and advice.  
  
    April 6) Quiet day, contemplative.  Mentally sharp, serious, less playful.  Insight.   
Distracted.  Need for patience.  Spend the evening in a quiet environment but avoid being  
alone.  
  
    April 7) Money matters resolved.  Ideas.  Visionary.  This is a good day to sign a  
contract or finalize a deal.  Go out and spend some money.  Romance may entice you to  
do something irresponsible.  
  
    April 8) Completion.  Doubts about decisions taken earlier.  Problems with someone  
close to you.  Emotional stress.  Be creative, active.  Find distraction.  
  
    April 9) Decisions needed.  Be aggressive.  Leadership.  Push your ideas, start new  
projects.  Others look at you for direction.  You meet someone new.  Progress.  
  
    April 10) Enhanced sensitivity and intuition.  Vivid dreams.  Premonitions.  You become  
involved in a dispute and play the role of mediator successfully.  Love and romance  
highly favorable.  
  
    April 11) Optimistic, upbeat.  Motivated.  Excited, looking forward to the challenges of  
today.  Communication is crucial.  Lack of focus, scattered but creative.  
  
    April 12) Responsibility.  Demanding.  Opportunity.  Be focused, work hard.  Show  
others, they can depend on you, but don't make promises you can not fulfill.  Don't  
procrastinate.  
  
    April 13) Change in work environment.  Unexpected events may include travel.   
Restless.  Social event may bring self-indulgence.  Discipline is needed.  
  
    April 14) Family matters need to be rectified.  Old friend brings good news.  Loyalty.   
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Younger person needs your help.  Give of yourself.  
  
    April 15) Disappointment, distress.  Self-criticizing.  Confrontation with loved one.   
Later in the day; spiritual realization, hope.  Understanding.  
  
    April 16) Energetic.  Drive.  Determination.  Good for business, signing contracts.  Also  
legal affairs.  Recent conflict healed.  
  
  
    April 17) Completion.  Feelings of accomplishment.  Opportunity for healing mind and  
body.  Treat yourself.  Get rest.  Lack of concentration.  Later, good conversation.   
Strengthening of ties.  Strong feelings.  Melodrama.  
  
    April 18) Take charge.  Feeling lack of support.  Independence.  Project finished, start  
of new endeavor.  Important introduction to someone new.  Material loss.  Remember  
your keys, wallet, etc.  
  
    April 19) Sensitive.  Focus on relationships in work and personal life.  Opportunity to  
help.  Counseling.  Someone admires you.  Tendency to lie.  Romance is strong.  
  
    April 20) Creative.  Problem solved.  Help from unexpected source.  News from distant  
source.  Information.  Optimism.  Pleasant evening.  Sharing of feelings.  
  
    April 21) Strong energy.  Capable.  Persistence.  Possibility for major opportunity.  Rely  
on what you know, don't take someone else's word for it.  Focus on work.  Planning.   
Avoid emotional Confrontations.  
  
    April 22) Possible trip.  Restless.  Need to be in playful company.  Avoid details.  Get of  
the beaten path.  Quick-witted.  Good for retail, selling anything.  Self-promotion.  Social.  
  
    April 23) Good for finances.  Not good for negotiations.  Practical family matters need  
attention.  Responsibility and duty.  Honor challenged.  Romance becomes serious.   
Commitment.  Young person needs guidance, strong hand.  
  
    April 24) Strong spiritual overtones.  Concentration.  Perfection.  Faith and gratitude.   
Mechanical break-downs.  Debt repaid.  Good day for nature walk.  
  
    April 25) Sometimes financial reward, sometimes loss.  Justice from above  
(as you sow ...).  Generosity.  Not a good day for gambling.  Health improves Exercise.   
Meeting with old friends.  Reminiscing.  Feelings of loyalty.  
  
    April 26) Recent trouble in relationship diffused.  Tact and wisdom.  Intelligence and  
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depth.  Humanitarian.  Good day for learning.  Shifting of priorities.  Don’t commit to  
long-term plans.  
  
    April 27) Progress.  Other people's support.  Focus on money matters.   
Self-confidence.  Also; hard-headed, stubborn.  Domestic squabbles.  Commitment  
broken.  
  
    April 28) Intuition.  Revelations.  Dreams with messages.  Sensitive to animals.   
Spiritual needs strong.  Longing for knowledge.  Insecurity.  Keep your feet on the ground.  
  
    April 29) Transformation.  Growth.  Reaching out to others; communication.  You feel  
an important change, but are not yet clear about it's true nature.  Lack of patience.  Don't  
try to analyze your self.  Romance favored.  
  
    April 30) Accomplishment in work.  Respect.  Dependability.  Routine matters need to  
be handled.  Moral issues.  
  
Your Personal Day-by-Day Forecast for May 2006   
   
    Jane, May is a 2 Personal Month in a 6 Personal Year and focuses on harmony and  
diplomacy in all relationships, including the work-environment.  You are more sensitive  
and aware of the feelings of others than you were last month and you will be called upon  
to use those abilities.  You will find yourself in the role of mediator/peacemaker in order to  
maintain harmony in the work place.  Become a hard-nosed yet diplomatic negotiator.   
Find a balance between tact and sensitivity on one hand, and persistence and conviction  
on the other.  
    You will be able to meet these challenges and will come through with flying colors.   
Financial rewards will come.  Keep things organized and take care of details or else you  
may find yourself in chaos by the end of this month.  If you are involved in a legal tangle,  
and quite a few people in this stage of their Personal Rhythm Cycle are, you will gain  
some ground and find good reasons to be optimistic.  
    Romance is highly favored now, especially for new relationships.  
  
    May 1) Involvement in decorating, gardening, or home-repair.  Avoid business dealings.   
Confusion in money matters; get receipts, estimates.  
  
    May 2) Hard work, perhaps overtime.  Demanding.  No room for procrastination.  Keep  
track of details.  You make a favorable impression at work.  Opportunity.  Your courage  
will be challenged.  
  
    May 3) Possible work-related travel.  Successful.  Good connections made.   
Money-saving ideas, but keep your thoughts to yourself.  Concentrate on business.  
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    May 4) Work around the home.  Family matters.  Serious conversations.  Love and  
romance at work.  Physically vulnerable, dress warm, eat well.  Avoid alcohol.  
  
    May 5) Self-doubt.  Inability to see the simple solutions.  Tendency to make things  
complicated.  Take a break, rest.  Spend time alone.  
  
    May 6) Management, organization, business.  Visionary.  Planning.  Financial gain.   
Details frustrate the progress.  Fighters spirit.  You force a break-through in career or  
business.  Loved ones may complain about lack of attention.  
  
    May 7) Your momentum slows.  Disappointment in career.  Emotional turmoil.  Lack of  
drive, persistence.  Moody.  Good day for hugging and kissing.  Focus on people, not  
things.  
  
    May 8) Renewed energy.  Dynamic.  New beginning.  Concentration.  Authority.  You  
take the lead, others follow.  Straight-forward.  Lacking sensitivity.  
  
    May 9) Practical application of spiritual understanding.  Counseling others.  Intelligent  
and sensitive.  Intuitive.  Not much escapes you today.  Romance.  
  
    May 10) Upbeat and playful.  Creative.  Attractive to others.  Power to influence others.   
Deals can be closed.  Also a bit scattered, forgetful.  Loss of paperwork, documents.  
  
    May 11) Busy.  Demanding.  Self-sacrifice.  Forgotten duties catch up with you.   
Deadlines.  
  
    May 12) Unexpected changes, perhaps travel.  Restless.  Romantic.  Passion.   
Quick-witted.  Social events.  Watch for self-indulgence.  Lack of discipline.  
  
    May 13) Changes affecting family and friends.  Perhaps move or change of  
environment at work.  Increased workload and responsibility.  Don't put of till tomorrow ...  
  
    May 14) Vivid dreams, restless morning.  Distracted at work.  Feeling a little awkward,  
out of place.  Accident prone if too distracted.  Avoid social events.  
  
    May 15) Financial reward, possibly unexpected.  Good day for promotional activities or  
sales.  Social gatherings may bring good new connections.  Avoid becoming involved in  
legal affairs.  
  
    May 16) An urge to clean up your environment.  Get rid of things.  Good day for  
problem solving.  Hidden progress.  Someone is supportive behind the scenes.  
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    May 17) Hectic.  Adventurous.  Need for quick action.  Decisions.  Leadership.  Big  
opportunity.  Your senses are very alert today; sounds, colors, texture strongly  
experienced.  
  
    May 18) Sensitive.  Self-conscious.  A little out of tune.  Bad day for stress, deadlines.   
Take time off.  Romance highly favorable.  
  
    May 19) Intelligent discussions.  Sharing of ideas.  Lack of application but creative and  
original.  Witty.  Recognizing the beauty of life.  Harmony.  Conflict resolved.  
  
    May 20) Demanding.  Frustrating.  Details.  Routine affairs.  Organization.  Also  
opportunity.  Invest in long-term endeavors.  Disagreements with loved one on  
money-matters.  
  
    May 21) Unexpected events.  Change of plans.  Be flexible.  Rely on your intuition.  Be  
decisive.  Travel possible and favored.  Be social.  
  
    May 22) Responsibilities.  Financial opportunity.  Domestic affairs.  Counsel and  
comfort.  Self-sacrifice.  Friendship.  Emotional strength.  
  
    May 23) Contemplation and meditation.  Mental strength.  Insight.  Distractions at work.   
Need for patience.  Relax.  Avoid emotional confrontations.  
  
    May 24) Money matters improve.  Ideas.  Visionary.  Good day for business.  Be  
generous.  Romance shaky.  Honesty in communication is important.  
  
    May 25) Creative.  Good for finances.  Possibly problems with someone close to you.   
You are misunderstood.  Emotional stress.  Loneliness.  Melancholy.  
  
    May 26) Be aggressive.  Take charge.  Drive and determination.  Originality.  New  
projects.  Others look at you for direction.  You will meet someone new.  
  
    May 27) Sensitivity and intuition.  Dreams.  Psychic insights.  Success at solving  
personality problems.  Tact and wisdom.  Love and romance are highly favorable today.  
  
    May 28) Optimistic and upbeat.  Healing.  Motivated.  Chance to impress others.   
Communication.  Scattered energy.  Creative.  Romance.  Perhaps superficial and  
irresponsible.  
  
    May 29) Need for dependability.  Demanding.  Progress.  Be focused.  Don't make  
promises you can not fulfill.  Don't procrastinate.  
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    May 30) Change in career.  Dynamic.  Hectic.  Unexpected events, may include travel.   
Restless.  Social events.  Watch for lack of self-discipline.  
  
    May 31) Family matters need to be taken care of.  Friend or relative brings good news.   
Loyalty.  Guard against interfering in someone else's life.  
  
Your Personal Day-by-Day Forecast for June 2006   
   
    Jane, June is a 3 Personal Month in a 6 Personal Year and an excellent time to give  
yourself a break.  Take some time off.  Enjoy yourself.  Don't be too serious.  This is a  
time of enhanced creativity and originality.  Become involved in playful activities.   
Participate in social events.  You will meet new people who offer a welcome change to  
the routine aspects of your life.  
    Your career may seem unpredictable now but will be much better next month.  "Luck"  
in financial affairs is likely now.  Romance is also favorable.  
    The emphasize of this month is on fun and leisure.  Enjoy.  
  
    June 1) Capable.  Down to earth.  Planning.  Important opportunity.  Be skeptical,  
someone is exaggerating, perhaps lying.  Avoid emotional confrontations.  
  
    June 2) Travel.  Restlessness.  Easily bored.  Bad day for routine stuff.  Look for new  
ways.  Quick-witted.  Good for retail, selling anything.  Self-promotion.  Social.  
  
    June 3) Financial opportunity.  Negotiations.  Family matters need attention.   
Responsibility and duty.  Romance becomes serious; commitment.  Young person  
needs guidance, support.  
  
    June 4) Spiritual.  Soul-searching.  Need for answers, knowledge.  Impractical,  
clumsy.  Caution when dealing with mechanical stuff.  Aloneness.  Inner contentment.  
  
    June 5) Favorable for contracts.  Enhanced personal power.  Uninhibited.  Generosity.   
Meeting with old friends.  Support.  Loyalty.  Pay-back-time.  Rewarding.  
  
    June 6) Changing of priorities.  Loss of friendship.  Letting go.  Emotional, also  
wisdom.  Forgiveness.  Tolerance.  Compassion.  Humanitarian causes.  Karmic  
healing.  
  
    June 7) Independence.  Stand on your own feet.  Lack of support.  Start of a new  
project.  Important introduction to someone new.  Forgetfulness.  
  
    June 8) Sensitive.  Nervous energy.  Opportunity to be of service.  Feeling a little out of  
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place.  A heart to heart talk solves personality conflict.  Romance.  
  
    June 9) Creative.  Upbeat, optimistic.  Problem solved.  Help from unexpected source.   
News from overseas.  Information.  Optimism.  Sharing of ideas and feelings.  
  
    June 10) Strong energy.  Capable.  Persistence.  Possibility for major opportunity.   
Rely on what you know, don't take someone else's word for it.  Focus on work.  Planning.   
Avoid emotional Confrontations.  
  
    June 11) Possible trip.  Restless.  Need to be in playful company.  Avoid details.  Get  
of the beaten path.  Quick-witted.  Good for retail, selling anything.  Self-promotion.   
Social.  
  
    June 12) Good for finances.  Not good for negotiations.  Practical family matters need  
attention.  Responsibility and duty.  Honor challenged.  Romance becomes serious.   
Commitment.  Young person needs guidance, strong hand.  
  
    June 13) Change of priorities.  Self-criticism.  Confrontation with loved one.  Spiritual  
realizations.  Wisdom.  Hope.  Aloneness, but comfortable.  
  
    June 14) Ambitious.  Good for business.  Planning.  Authority.  Healing in relationships.   
Influential.  Promising news.  Lack of care for detail.  
  
    June 15) Feelings of accomplishment.  Success.  Opportunity for healing mind and  
body.  Pamper yourself.  Not a good day for travel.  
  
    June 16) Decisions needed.  Be aggressive.  Leadership.  Push your ideas, start new  
projects.  Others look at you for direction.  You meet someone new.  Progress.  
  
    June 17) Enhanced sensitivity and intuition.  Vivid dreams.  Premonitions.  You  
become involved in a dispute and play the role of mediator successfully.  Love and  
romance highly favorable.  
  
    June 18) Optimistic, upbeat.  Motivated.  Excited, looking forward to the challenges of  
today.  Communication is crucial.  Lack of focus, scattered but creative.  
  
    June 19) Busy.  Demanding.  Self-sacrifice.  Forgotten duties catch up with you.   
Deadlines.  
  
    June 20) Unexpected changes, perhaps travel.  Restless.  Romantic.  Passion.   
Quick-witted.  Social events.  Watch for self-indulgence.  Lack of discipline.  
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    June 21) Changes affecting family and friends.  Perhaps move or change of  
environment at work.  Increased workload and responsibility.  Don't put of till tomorrow ...  
  
    June 22) Inward focused.  Tendency to withdraw.  Growth.  Spiritual insights.   
Curiosity.  You feel special, full of purpose.  Trust your instincts.  Bottled up feelings need  
to be dealt with.  
  
    June 23) Good day for business, particularly sales.  Successful negotiations.   
Generosity.  Flexibility.  Changes.  Somewhat insensitive in romance; missed opportunity  
if not careful.  
  
    June 24) Very creative.  Disappointment due to disloyalty in friend or family member,  
later rectified.  Miscommunication.  Emotional upheaval.  Good news in the evening.   
Love and romance strong.  
  
    June 25) Good for career.  Enhanced personal power.  Authority.  New endeavor.   
Project involves spirituality and self-expression.  Perhaps writing.  You feel a closer  
connection to God and nature.  
  
    June 26) Awareness.  Fine-tuned and sensitive.  You read other people easily and  
clearly.  Peacemaker.  Tendency for self-righteousness.  You may annoy a few people.   
Don't be arrogant.  
  
    June 27) Transformation.  Growth.  Reaching out to others; communication.  You feel  
an important change, but are not yet clear about it's true nature.  Lack of patience.  Don't  
try to analyze your self.  Romance favored.  
  
    June 28) Accomplishment in work.  Respect.  Dependability.  Routine matters need to  
be handled.  Moral issues.  
  
    June 29) Feelings of freedom.  Expansion of interests.  Enhanced sense of humor.   
Laughter.  Social events.  Romance.  New people.  Self-indulgence.  Lack of  
concentration and application.  Carelessness.  
  
    June 30) Progress in career.  Good for finances.  "Lucky".  Sharing thoughts and  
feelings with relatives and friends.  Conflicts solved.  Tolerance.  Love.  Sacrifice.   
Healing of the heart.  
  
Your Personal Day-by-Day Forecast for July 2006   
   
    Jane, July is a 4 Personal Month in a 6 Personal Year and it is a time to seriously apply  
yourself to your duties and responsibilities.  Take charge in home, career, and  
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community affairs.  Be patient and apply yourself to routine and details diligently.   
Organize your personal life and your career.  Tie up lose ends.  Start projects that will  
improve your living situation such as repairing the house or starting a garden.  
    Someone in your circle of friends and relatives needs help.  Usually, this is a younger  
person who has not yet found stability or purpose in life.  
    This month may well bring an excellent opportunity in your own career.  Focus on legal  
affairs.  Discipline and effort are the key-words for this month.  
    Romance takes a more serious turn.  Expectations are expressed and commitments  
made.  
  
    July 1) Change in work environment.  Unexpected events may include travel.   
Restless.  Social event may bring self-indulgence.  Discipline is needed.  
  
    July 2) Family matters need to be rectified.  Old friend brings good news.  Loyalty.   
Younger person needs your help.  Give of yourself.  
  
    July 3) Disappointment, distress.  Self-criticizing.  Confrontation with loved one.  Later  
in the day; spiritual realization, hope.  Understanding.  
  
    July 4) Energetic.  Drive.  Determination.  Good for business, signing contracts.  Also  
legal affairs.  Recent conflict healed.  
  
  
    July 5) Completion.  Feelings of accomplishment.  Opportunity for healing mind and  
body.  Treat yourself.  Get rest.  Lack of concentration.  Later, good conversation.   
Strengthening of ties.  Strong feelings.  Melodrama.  
  
    July 6) Take charge.  Feeling lack of support.  Independence.  Project finished, start of  
new endeavor.  Important introduction to someone new.  Material loss.  Remember your  
keys, wallet, etc.  
  
    July 7) Sensitive.  Focus on relationships in work and personal life.  Opportunity to  
help.  Counseling.  Someone admires you.  Tendency to lie.  Romance is strong.  
  
    July 8) Creative.  Problem solved.  Help from unexpected source.  News from distant  
source.  Information.  Optimism.  Pleasant evening.  Sharing of feelings.  
  
    July 9) Strong energy.  Capable.  Persistence.  Possibility for major opportunity.  Rely  
on what you know, don't take someone else's word for it.  Focus on work.  Planning.   
Avoid emotional Confrontations.  
  
    July 10) Possible trip.  Restless.  Need to be in playful company.  Avoid details.  Get of  
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the beaten path.  Quick-witted.  Good for retail, selling anything.  Self-promotion.  Social.  
  
    July 11) Good for finances.  Not good for negotiations.  Practical family matters need  
attention.  Responsibility and duty.  Honor challenged.  Romance becomes serious.   
Commitment.  Young person needs guidance, strong hand.  
  
    July 12) Strong spiritual overtones.  Concentration.  Perfection.  Faith and gratitude.   
Mechanical break-downs.  Debt repaid.  Good day for nature walk.  
  
    July 13) Sometimes financial reward, sometimes loss.  Justice from above  
(as you sow ...).  Generosity.  Not a good day for gambling.  Health improves Exercise.   
Meeting with old friends.  Reminiscing.  Feelings of loyalty.  
  
    July 14) Recent trouble in relationship diffused.  Tact and wisdom.  Intelligence and  
depth.  Humanitarian.  Good day for learning.  Shifting of priorities.  Don’t commit to  
long-term plans.  
  
    July 15) Progress.  Other people's support.  Focus on money matters.   
Self-confidence.  Also; hard-headed, stubborn.  Domestic squabbles.  Commitment  
broken.  
  
    July 16) Intuition.  Revelations.  Dreams with messages.  Sensitive to animals.   
Spiritual needs strong.  Longing for knowledge.  Insecurity.  Keep your feet on the ground.  
  
    July 17) Involvement in decorating, gardening, or home-repair.  Avoid business  
dealings.  Confusion in money matters; get receipts, estimates.  
  
    July 18) Hard work, perhaps overtime.  Demanding.  No room for procrastination.   
Keep track of details.  You make a favorable impression at work.  Opportunity.  Your  
courage will be challenged.  
  
    July 19) Possible work-related travel.  Successful.  Good connections made.   
Money-saving ideas, but keep your thoughts to yourself.  Concentrate on business.  
  
    July 20) Work around the house.  Family matters.  Serious conversations.  Love and  
romance at work.  Physically vulnerable, dress warm, eat well.  Avoid alcohol.  
  
    July 21) Vivid dreams, restless morning.  Distracted at work.  Feeling a little awkward,  
out of place.  Accident prone if too distracted.  Avoid social events.  
  
    July 22) Financial reward, possibly unexpected.  Good day for promotional activities or  
sales.  Social gatherings may bring good new connections.  Avoid becoming involved in  
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legal affairs.  
  
    July 23) An urge to clean up your environment.  Get rid of things.  Good day for  
problem solving.  Hidden progress.  Someone is supportive behind the scenes.  
  
    July 24) Hectic.  Adventurous.  Need for quick action.  Decisions.  Leadership.  Big  
opportunity.  Your senses are very alert today; sounds, colors, texture strongly  
experienced.  
  
    July 25) Sensitive.  Self-conscious.  A little out of tune.  Bad day for stress, deadlines.   
Take time off.  Romance highly favorable.  
  
    July 26) Intelligent discussions.  Sharing of ideas.  Lack of application but creative and  
original.  Witty.  Recognizing the beauty of life.  Harmony.  Conflict resolved.  
  
    July 27) Demanding.  Frustrating.  Details.  Routine affairs.  Organization.  Also  
opportunity.  Invest in long-term endeavors.  Disagreements with loved one on  
money-matters.  
  
    July 28) Unexpected events.  Change of plans.  Be flexible.  Rely on your intuition.  Be  
decisive.  Travel possible and favored.  Be social.  
  
    July 29) Responsibilities.  Financial opportunity.  Domestic affairs.  Counsel and  
comfort.  Self-sacrifice.  Friendship.  Emotional strength.  
  
    July 30) Contemplation and meditation.  Mental strength.  Insight.  Distractions at work.   
Need for patience.  Relax.  Avoid emotional confrontations.  
  
    July 31) Money matters improve.  Ideas.  Visionary.  Good day for business.  Be  
generous.  Romance shaky.  Honesty in communication is important.  
  
Your Personal Day-by-Day Forecast for August 2006   
   
    Jane, August is a 5 Personal Month in a 6 Personal Year and brings some changes in  
work and your personal life.  It is a dynamic time and nothing goes according to plans.   
Play things by ear.  
    Your career progresses well as a result of your enhanced ability to find creative  
solutions.  You make a good impression on some people who are in a position to reward  
you.  There will, however, be a confrontation between you and a co-worker, with  
long-ranging affects.  The outcome will depend on your personal strength and  
self-confidence.  
    If you are involved in business deals or legal affairs, some surprising changes may  
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take place.  In all areas of your life, flexibility and adaptability are important.  Jane, your  
friends and family require a lot of attention.  Social gatherings are frequent and will bring  
new relationships into your life.  
    Traveling, perhaps across the ocean, is possible and favorable.  
    Romance is exciting.  Be socially active.  If you are single, you could meet someone  
who will be a permanent part of your life.  
  
    August 1) Increased responsibility.  Financial opportunity.  Romance is strong.   
Domestic affairs.  A friend or family member needs your help and advice.  
  
  
    August 2) Quiet day, contemplative.  Mentally sharp, serious, less playful.  Insight.   
Distracted.  Need for patience.  Spend the evening in a quiet environment but avoid being  
alone.  
  
    August 3) Money matters resolved.  Ideas.  Visionary.  This is a good day to sign a  
contract or finalize a deal.  Go out and spend some money.  Romance may entice you to  
do something irresponsible.  
  
    August 4) Completion.  Doubts about decisions taken earlier.  Problems with someone  
close to you.  Emotional stress.  Be creative, active.  Find distraction.  
  
    August 5) Decisions needed.  Be aggressive.  Leadership.  Push your ideas, start new  
projects.  Others look at you for direction.  You meet someone new.  Progress.  
  
    August 6) Enhanced sensitivity and intuition.  Vivid dreams.  Premonitions.  You  
become involved in a dispute and play the role of mediator successfully.  Love and  
romance highly favorable.  
  
    August 7) Optimistic, upbeat.  Motivated.  Excited, looking forward to the challenges of  
today.  Communication is crucial.  Lack of focus, scattered but creative.  
  
    August 8) Responsibility.  Demanding.  Opportunity.  Be focused, work hard.  Show  
others, they can depend on you, but don't make promises you can not fulfill.  Don't  
procrastinate.  
  
    August 9) Unexpected events.  Monkey wrenches.  Be flexible.  Trust your intuition.  Be  
decisive.  Travel favored.  Be social.  You meet someone interesting.  
  
    August 10) Family matters need to be rectified.  Old friend brings good news.  Loyalty.   
Younger person needs your help.  Give of yourself.  
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    August 11) Inward focused.  Tendency to withdraw.  Growth.  Spiritual insights.   
Curiosity.  You feel special, full of purpose.  Trust your instincts.  Bottled up feelings need  
to be dealt with.  
  
    August 12) Good day for business, particularly sales.  Successful negotiations.   
Generosity.  Flexibility.  Changes.  Somewhat insensitive in romance; missed opportunity  
if not careful.  
  
  
    August 13) Very creative.  Disappointment due to disloyalty in friend or family member,  
later rectified.  Miscommunication.  Emotional upheaval.  Good news in the evening.   
Love and romance strong.  
  
    August 14) Good for career.  Enhanced personal power.  Authority.  New endeavor.   
Project involves spirituality and self-expression.  Perhaps writing.  You feel a closer  
connection to God and nature.  
  
    August 15) Awareness.  Fine-tuned and sensitive.  You read other people easily and  
clearly.  Peacemaker.  Tendency for self-righteousness.  You may annoy a few people.   
Don't be arrogant.  
  
    August 16) Transformation.  Growth.  Reaching out to others; communication.  You  
feel an important change, but are not yet clear about it's true nature.  Lack of patience.   
Don't try to analyze your self.  Romance favored.  
  
    August 17) Accomplishment in work.  Respect.  Dependability.  Routine matters need  
to be handled.  Moral issues.  
  
    August 18) Feelings of freedom.  Expansion of interests.  Enhanced sense of humor.   
Laughter.  Social events.  Romance.  New people.  Self-indulgence.  Lack of  
concentration and application.  Carelessness.  
  
    August 19) Progress in career.  Good for finances.  "Lucky".  Sharing thoughts and  
feelings with relatives and friends.  Conflicts solved.  Tolerance.  Love.  Sacrifice.   
Healing of the heart.  
  
    August 20) Self-doubt.  Inability to see the simple solutions.  Tendency to make things  
complicated.  Take a break, rest.  Spend time alone.  
  
    August 21) Management, organization, business.  Visionary.  Planning.  Financial gain.   
Details frustrate the progress.  Fighters spirit.  You force a break-through in career or  
business.  Loved ones may complain about lack of attention.  
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    August 22) Your momentum slows.  Disappointment in career.  Emotional turmoil.   
Lack of drive, persistence.  Moody.  Good day for hugging and kissing.  Focus on people,  
not things.  
  
    August 23) Renewed energy.  Dynamic.  New beginning.  Concentration.  Authority.   
You take the lead, others follow.  Straight-forward.  Lacking sensitivity.  
  
    August 24) Practical application of spiritual understanding.  Counseling others.   
Intelligent and sensitive.  Intuitive.  Not much escapes you today.  Romance.  
  
    August 25) Upbeat and playful.  Creative.  Attractive to others.  Power to influence  
others.  Deals can be closed.  Also a bit scattered, forgetful.  Loss of paperwork,  
documents.  
  
    August 26) Busy.  Demanding.  Self-sacrifice.  Forgotten duties catch up with you.   
Deadlines.  
  
    August 27) Unexpected changes, perhaps travel.  Restless.  Romantic.  Passion.   
Quick-witted.  Social events.  Watch for self-indulgence.  Lack of discipline.  
  
    August 28) Changes affecting family and friends.  Perhaps move or change of  
environment at work.  Increased workload and responsibility.  Don't put of till tomorrow ...  
  
    August 29) Change of priorities.  Self-criticism.  Confrontation with loved one.  Spiritual  
realizations.  Wisdom.  Hope.  Aloneness, but comfortable.  
  
    August 30) Ambitious.  Good for business.  Planning.  Authority.  Healing in  
relationships.  Influential.  Promising news.  Lack of care for detail.  
  
  
    August 31) Feelings of accomplishment.  Success.  Opportunity for healing mind and  
body.  Pamper yourself.  Not a good day for travel.  
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